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Abstract

A model for evaporation of chemical warfare agents on the ground has been developed. The
Ž .process of evaporation is described in three steps: 1 the immediate drop enlargement due to

Ž .impact momentum is modeled using an empirical correlation from technical literature; 2 further
enlargement caused by capillary spreading upon the surface and the simultaneous sorption into the

Ž .substrate, modeled in three dimensions; 3 subsequent drying and redistribution of the sorbed
Ž .material is described as a one-dimensional vertical process. The formulation of the flux in the

soil takes into account vapour, liquid, solute, and adsorbed phases. The evaporation from the
surface is determined by the vapour concentration at the surface and the conditions in the
atmospheric viscous sub-layer close to the droplet spots on the surface. Model results agree with
the limited experimental data found in the literature. The model shows a very rapid sorption and
redistribution of chemical warfare droplets on sand. This effect gives a rapid decrease of the
evaporation, except for a shorter initial period. However, a small residual evaporation exists for a
rather long time from liquid, which has penetrated down into the soil. q 1998 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

ŽPersistent chemical warfare agents boiling point far exceeding environmental tem-
.perature form a ground contamination of liquid droplets, which evaporate and sorb into
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the substrate. The evaporation rate and drying of a droplet patch depend on temperature,
initial drop volume, enlargement factor, volatility of the agent, wind, mobility of the
agent in the substrate, water content and flux in the substrate, water solubility, chemical
reactions, adsorption, etc. The evaporation rate process can mainly be described in the
following steps below.

Ž .1 Processes affecting the size of the wet spot: the enlargement caused by impact
momentum and subsequent capillary spreading upon and into the substrate.

Ž .2 Atmospheric processes: air flow field over the wet spot; molecular and turbulent
diffusion from the surface; three-dimensional effects due to the size of the wet spot and
the concentration profile just above the spot and the height of the viscous sub-layer.

Ž .3 Processes in the substrate affecting the drying: capillary diffusion of liquid
Ž .phases agent and water ; diffusion of vapour phase in the air filled spaces; formation of

aqueous solution; convection of aqueous solution; adsorption to soil particles and
degradation of the agent.

Various models for prediction of the evaporation of CW agents and pesticides have
w x w xbeen suggested over the years 1–10 . According to Winter et al. 11 , the models may

Ž . Ž .be subdivided into three categories: a empirical models, b models based on the
Ž .theories for evaporation from a free liquid surface, and c models including processes in

the soil.
Ž w x.Comparative studies show see Aarnink et al. 4 that the models give mutually very

different results, whichever conditions they are applied to. Also, comparisons with
experimental data reveal the same confusion, however, this could be, in part, due to a
notorious lack of proper mass balance determinations in the experiments.

It seems that the models always lack a proper description of at least one of the three
steps mentioned above. For example, it appears that, in fact, all of the models are
deficient in their treatment of the step two, atmospheric processes. The most advanced
models use evaporation equations intended for lakes or large pools, where the main
resistance to vertical diffusion flux takes place in the turbulent boundary layer, and then
simply scale down to droplet size, for which all or most of the resistance emanates from
the viscous sublayer. This disregard of three-dimensional size effects results in an
underestimation of the evaporative flux, as well as the dependency on the wet spot
length scale.

Another example is the treatment of the drying processes, where most models use
empirical correlations for the drying curve, adopted to some experimental conditions and
substrate material. These models do not apply to conditions that deviate substantially

w xfrom the conditions during the field- or laboratory tests. One model 7 treats drying in a
somewhat more physical manner, but neglects liquid phase mobility in the substrate,
resulting in an immediate transition to a steep falling rate drying with a substantial
underestimation of evaporation rate.

w x Ž .In this work, based on the literature review 11 , we suggest a three-step model: I
the immediate enlargement due to impact momentum is modeled using an empirical

w x Ž .correlation from the technical literature 12 ; II the further enlargement caused by
w xcapillary spreading 13 upon the surface and the simultaneous sorption into the substrate

Ž .is modeled in three dimensions; III the subsequent drying and redistribution of the
Ž .sorbed material is described as a one-dimensional vertical process retaining the surface
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area of the wet spot obtained in step II constant. The formulation of the flux in the soil
takes into account vapour, liquid, solute and adsorbed phases. The flux from the surface
is determined by the vapour concentration at the surface and the hight of the vapour

w xblanket over the spot according to Baines and James 14 .
The rationale for the assumptions of this model is discussed in the following sections.

The suggested model is also compared with some experimental data from the literature.

2. Mathematical model

2.1. Droplet spreading and sorption

When a droplet strikes the ground, the kinetic energy causes an immediate enlarge-
Ž .ment of the liquid area on the surface Fig. 1 . Subsequently, the liquid will gradually

sorb into the soil as a result of capillary forces. The liquid area also continues to increase
as a result of the horizontal component of the capillary forces.

2.1.1. Droplet impact
Ž .The immediate enlargement of a droplet with initial spherical radius, R striking theo

w xsurface, is modeled by using the Sheller and Bousfield 12 correlation, but corrected for
the boundary condition at u s0:0

1r66 3 3 4R R r R ue e ,min c 0 0
s q0.1457 1Ž .( 2ž /½ 5R R m g0 0

Ž .where R is the radius of the droplet immediately after impact, R m is the smalleste e,min
ŽR value corresponding to u s0 assumed to be 1.61 R , corresponding to a contacte 0 0

. Ž y1 . Ž y3 .angle of 608 , u is the impact velocity m s , r is the liquid density kg m , m is0 c
Ž y1 y1. Ž y1 .the dynamic liquid viscosity kg m s , and g is the surface tension N m .

Ž .The experiments underlying Eq. 1 showed little variation between various substrate
Ž .materials with small roughness 0.005 to 0.1 mm . It seems unknown how larger

Fig. 1. Example of consecutive shapes of a droplet striking a solid surface. R is the initial radius of the0
Žspherical droplet, and R is the final spread radius when the kinetic energy has been consumed based on Fig.e

w x.2 in Scheller and Bousfield 12 .
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Ž .roughness correlates with Eq. 1 . However, we suppose that the equation may be used
generally.

2.1.2. Spherical cap spreading and capillary sorption
The description of the further motion uses laws for spherical cap spreading and

Ž . Žcapillary sorption. The cap is supposed to spread according to Eq. 2 Cazabat and
w x. ŽStuart 13 , and also when the non-sorbed liquid volume V assumed to be shaped as ac

. Ž .spherical cap decreases with time see Fig. 2 :

1r10g
10 3R s R q0.7V t 2Ž .c e cž /m

To describe the sorption of the liquid into the ground, it is assumed that the vertical
Ž . Ždistance, x , to the center of the wetting front see Fig. 2 during sorption i.e. as long asf

. Ž .V )0 follows the universal laws the Boltzmann transformation for one-dimensionalc
Ž w x w x.sorption see e.g. Miller and Bresler 15 or Reichhart et al. 16 .

'x ss t 3Ž .f

or equivalently

d x s 2 1f
s P 4Ž .

d t 2 x f

Ž . Ž y1r2 .where t is the time s of sorption. The constant s is the penetrability m s , which
w xmay be written as the empirical expression 15 :

g
ss l 5Ž .( m

Ž y1 . Ž y1where g is the liquid surface tension N m , and m is the liquid viscosity kg m
y1 . Ž .s . The constant, l m , is a length describing the substrate properties only, and is

proportional to the pore sizes.
Ž .For the growth of the radius, R, Fig. 2 caused by horizontal sorption, similar to the

vertical sorption, it is assumed that the rate, d Rrd t, is inversely proportional to the

Ž 3. Ž .Fig. 2. Sorption into the ground of a spreading droplet with cap volume, V m . R m is the radius of thec c
Ž .cap of the liquid droplet on the surface, R m is the radius of the liquid sorbed into the porous substrate, and

Ž . Ž .x m is the distance to the wetting front at the center of the liquid in the substrate the depth in the substrate .f
Ž 3. Ž .V m denotes the current sorbed volume of liquid, occupying a zone the lower curve in the figure in thes

2 Ž 3. Ž .porous substrate with volume b x p R m , see Eq. 7 .f
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Ž . Ž . Ž .distance, RyR , to the free liquid the cap in a similar manner to Eq. 3 or Eq. 4 forc

the vertical sorption. That means:

d R s 2 1
s P 6Ž .

d t 2 RyRc

In one-dimensional sorption of liquids into soils, it has been found that the mean
Ž 3 y3.concentration m m in the wet layer during sorption is constant f0.86f , where f is

Ž . Ž 3 y3. w xthe effective porosity or the maximum saturated concentration m m 17 . This is
Ž .also supposed to be the case for the wet zone height x and radius R in Fig. 2 in ourf

three-dimensional problem. Furthermore, it is assumed that the volume of this wetted
zone during sorption can be written as, b x p R2, with the constant b slightly smallerf

than one. In this work, bs0.80 has been used, which is, in part, based on ocular
observations from experiments.

Hence, the liquid volume, V , contained in the wetted zone becomess

V s 0.86 f b x p R2 7Ž . Ž .Ž .s f

Ž .Elimination of the liquid cap radius, R , in Eq. 6 using the conservation equationc
Ž .provided that volume loss due to simultaneous evaporation can be neglected , V ss
Ž . 3 Ž . Ž . Ž .4r3 p R yV , and Eqs. 2 , 3 and 7 , give the equation of motion for the radius R0 c

of the wet patch during sorption:

s 2

d R 2s . 8Ž .1r10d t g t310 2'Ry R q0.7 V y0.86 fbs t Pp RŽ .e 0
m

This equation is solved numerically starting at RsR and terminating when V s0e c
Ž .V sV at RsR and ts t . The penetration depth at the end of spreading–sorptions 0 1 1

is then, x ss t .(f 1 1

2.2. Liquid and Õapour diffusion in the ground

At the end of sorption, it is supposed that the following drying–redistribution process
may be described as a vertical one-dimensional diffusion process. The necessary
rearrangements of the three-dimensional geometry are made as follows.

The horizontal radius of the wet spot is assumed not to change during the drying and
remains a constant R s the radius at the end of sorption. The wet zone is reshaped into1

Ž .a cylinder, having the radius R . The initial depth the cylinder height is, H smean1 1
Ž .depth of the wetted zone at the end of sorptionsb x s0.8 x see Section 2.1.2 . Inf 1 f 1

a one-dimensional coordinate system with the positive z-axis pointing upwards and
zs0 at the surface, the initial concentration profile is assumed to be

c sr f 0.86 0GzGyHt c 1
9Ž .½ c s0 z-yHt 1
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where fsfyu is the effective porosity, r is the liquid density of the chemical andw0 c

c is the total concentration of the agent. This choice of initial c in the one-dimensionalt t

case, is the same as the mean concentration in the wetted area for the sorption process.

2.2.1. Relationship between phases
Ž .We assume four one-dimensional transfer processes in the ground: 1 diffusion of

Ž . Ž .vapour phase, 2 capillary diffusion of liquid phase, 3 diffusion of chemical dissolved
Ž .in soil water, 4 convection of soil water including dissolved chemical. The total agent

Ž y3 .concentration c kg m is:t

c sr c qu c qac qhr 10Ž .t b S w L g c

Ž y1 .where c is the adsorbed concentration kg kg , c is the dissolved chemicalS L
Ž y3 . Ž y3 .concentration kg m , c is concentration in the vapour phase kg m in soil air , rg c

Ž y3 . Ž y3 .is liquid density of the chemical kg m , r is soil bulk density kg m , u isb w
Ž 3 y3. Ž 3 y3.volumetric water solution content m m , a is air filled porosity m m , and h is

Ž 3 y3.liquid chemical concentration m m . The volumetric water solution content is a
Ž 3 y3.function of soil porosity, f m m , the air filled porosity, and the liquid chemical

concentration:

u sfyhya 11Ž .w

However, the volumetric water solution content, u , also depends on c asw L

rw
u su 12Ž .w w 0

r ycS L

Ž 3 y3.where u is the initial volumetric soil water content m m , r is the density of thew0 s
Ž y3 . Ž y3 .water solution kg m and r is liquid density of water kg m .w

c , c , c , and h are related to each other through the equilibrium partitioningS L g

coefficients or functions:

c s f T ,h h 13Ž . Ž .g

c sK c 14Ž .g H L

c sK c 15Ž .S D L

Ž . Ž .where f T ,h in Eq. 13 is a function of temperature T and chemical liquid content h.
Ž 3 y1.K is Henry’s law constant in the non-dimensional form, and K m kg is a linearH D

w x Ž .adsorption coefficient. Based on Mendoza and Frind 18 , f T ,h is assumed to be:

cgs° 0-h-hcrit
hcrit~f T ,h s 16Ž . Ž .cgs

h)hcrit¢ h

Ž 3 y3.where h m m is the liquid concentration above which the gas concentration incrit
Ž . Ž y3 .the pores reaches its saturated value the volatility , c kg m . h s0.01 is oftengs crit

w xused 18 .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Using Eqs. 10 , 13 – 15 , c can be formulated as:t

c sc R shR sc R 17Ž .t g g h L l

where R , R and R are partitioning functions given by:g h l

r u r Kc w b D
R saq q q 18Ž .g f T ,h K KŽ . H H

u f T ,h r K f T ,hŽ . Ž .w b D
R saf T ,h qr q q 19Ž . Ž .h c K KH H

K rH c
R saK q qu qr K . 20Ž .l H w b Df T ,hŽ .

2.2.2. Diffusion coefficients
To describe the diffusion processes, we use three soil diffusion coefficients, the

soil–gas phase diffusion coefficient Ds, the soil-dissolved liquid chemical diffusiong

coefficient Ds, and a soil–liquid phase diffusion coefficient Ds . The gas phasel lc
w xdiffusion coefficient in the substrate is supposed to follow the Millington 19 analysis of

the tortuosity factor in partially saturated porous media. According to this theory, the
Ž 2 y2 . Ž 3 y3.area of pore space exposed in a cut surface is f m m if f m m is the total

porosity. However, the effective area for transfer depends on the interaction of pores at
two different planes, resulting in an effective area which is less than f. Assuming an
isotropic porous medium with spherical pores, it can be shown that the effective area is
f 4r3. Thus, if only gas or liquid occupies the pores, we obtain DsrD sf 4r3 org g

DsrDwater. In a similar way, the effect of both gas and liquid can be derived, giving:l l

a10r3
sD s D 21Ž .g g2f

u 10r3
ws waterD s D 22Ž .l l2f

Ž 2 y1. waterwhere D is the air–gas diffusion coefficient m s and D is the diffusiong l
w xcoefficient for the chemical in water. See e.g. Farmer et al. 20 , regarding experimental

Ž . Ž .verification of Eqs. 21 and 22 .
The description of liquid phase diffusion is more unclear in the literature. However, it

w xis well-established 16,17 that a gradient transport theory using the diffusion coefficient
h

.y3 2 Ž8 .1D s1.07P10 s e 23Ž .hl sat

is capable of describing both concentration profiles and fluxes correctly for sorptive
Ž . Ž .processes where Eh r Et G0.

Ž . Ž 3 y3.In Eq. 23 , h is the concentration of liquid chemical m m and h is thesat
Ž .maximum possible liquid concentration. In Eq. 23 , h is approximated with thesat

Ž y1r2 .effective porosity fsfyu in the substrate. s is the penetrability m s asw0
Ž . Ž .defined in Eqs. 3 – 5 .
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ŽHowever, the processes described here are not sorptive but redistributive sorptive
. Ž . Ž .and desorptive simultaneously , with Eh r Et )0 in the lower part of the layer and

Ž . Ž . w xEh r Et -0 in the upper part of the layer. Experiments according to Pel et al. 21
show that the form DfD eŽ8.1h .rŽh sat. is also applicable in desorptive cases. Further-0

w xmore, in an analysis by Philip 22 , it is shown that s in redistributive processes is
about 1r3 of the s for sorption. Therefore, in this model, we take the liquid phase

s Ž .diffusion coefficient, D , to be 1r10 of D in Eq. 23 :lc l

8.1Ph

fyu w 0s y4 2D s1.07P10 Ps e 24Ž .lc

The reason for this smaller diffusion coefficient for redistribution processes, is a
capillary hysteresis phenomenon for sorption and desorption of liquids in porous media,
analogous to the equilibrium contact angle hysteresis for liquid fronts advancing or
retreating on flat surfaces.

2.2.3. Transport equations in the ground and mass balance
When omitting adsorbed-phase transport, the one-dimensional mass flux equation in

the soil can be expressed as:

E c E hr E cŽ .g c Ls s sFsyD yD yD qVc 25Ž .g lc l LE z E z E z

Ž y1 .where V is the convective velocity of soil water m s modified for reduced flow area.
Ž .Eq. 25 can be transformed to:

E ct
FsyD yD c 26Ž .1 2 tE z

Ž 2 y1.where D m s is an effective diffusion coefficient:1

Ds Ds r Ds
g lc c l

D s q q 27Ž .1 R R Rg h l

Ž y1 .and D m s corresponds to an effective convection velocity:2

E 1 E 1 E 1 V
s s sD sD qD r qD y 28Ž .2 g lc c l ž /ž / ž /E z R E z R E z R Rg h l l

The chemical is assumed to undergo a first-order decay in the porous substrate. The
mass balance equation is then:

E c E Ft
sy y´ c 29Ž .tE t E z

Ž y1 . Ž .where ´ s is the first-order degradation coefficient. Using Eq. 26 , the mass
balance equation is written as a function of D and D :1 2

E c E E c Et t
s D q D c y´ c . 30Ž . Ž .1 2 t tž /E t E z E z E z
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( )2.2.4. Transport through the ground–air interface upper boundary condition
The upper boundary condition is defined by the evaporation flux to the atmosphere

w xand is modeled for individual drop patches according to Baines and James 14 . The
evaporation is strongly influenced by two-dimensional internal boundary layers over the
drop patches, and the vapour blanket above the patch resides completely in the viscous
sublayer where the velocity increases linearly with the vertical distance from the surface.

Ž y2 y1.The mean evaporation flux kg m s from the drop patch is:
1r32kDg

Fs0.667c 31Ž .g 0 ž /R

Ž y3 .where c is the vapour concentration kg m at the surface, R is the radius of theg0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž y1 .patch m see Fig. 2 , and ks du r d z s u) r n is the velocity shear s

near the surface. F may now be expressed in terms of the more familiar friction velocity
u) as

1r32 2D u)g
Fs0.667c 32Ž .g 0 ž /n R

Ž .It should be pointed out that the validity range for the radius, R, in Eq. 32 is limited
Ž .up to a few cm , and that the model is not valid for droplet ensembles merging together
into larger pools. In that case, a model taking the diffusion in the turbulent boundary
layer into account, is needed. Furthermore, the possible effect of a background concen-

Ž .tration, c , emanating from other droplets upstream, is not considered in Eq. 32 .b

However, this can be introduced by the replacement, c ™c yc . Here, we assumeg0 g0 b

the droplets to be independent of each others and that the evaporation from individual
droplets could be added.

2.2.5. Lower boundary conditions
The lower boundary condition for the vertical processes was defined as

c zsy`,t s0 33Ž . Ž .t

a zero total concentration at an infinite depth at all times.

2.2.6. Numerical methods
Ž . Ž . Ž .Eq. 30 with boundary conditions according to Eqs. 32 and 33 , was solved using

w xfinite differences with a semi-implicit scheme, similar to Crank–Nicholson’s 23 . In
each time step, u , f, h, a, c , c , R , R , and R have to be solved from c using thew L g g h l t

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Eqs. 11 , 12 , 17 – 20 by an iterative process.

3. Model calculation and comparison with experiments

Information about types of substrate, values of experimental variables and model
parameters used in model calculations and comparison with experiments are summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 1
Types of substrate, values of experimental variables, and model parameters used in model calculations and
comparison with experiments

aVariable Figs. 3, 5 , 8 Fig. 4 Fig. 6 Fig. 7

Substrate type Sand Concrete Sand Sand
Ž .R mm 0.533 0.533 0.136 0.2620

y1r2 y3 y4 y3 y3Ž .s m s 5.19=10 1.18=10 5.19=10 5.19=10
3 y3Ž .f m m 0.40 – 0.40 0.40

3 y3Ž .u m m 0.005 – 0.005 0.005w0
3 y3Ž .f m m 0.40 0.0832 0.40 0.40

y3Ž .r kg m 1600 – 1600 1600b
3 y1 y5 y5 y5Ž .K m kg 1.665=10 – 1.665=10 1.665=10D
3 y3Ž .h m m 0.01 – 0.01 0.01crit
y1Ž .u m s 4.58 and 0.0 4.58 and 0.0 1.08 and 0.0 2.37 and 0.00

b c b c b c b cŽ .R mm 1.99 , 0.858 1.99 , 0.858 0.248 , 0.219 0.664 , 0.422e
b c b c b c b cŽ .R mm 2.15 , 1.36 2.65 , 2.57 0.349 , 0.335 0.800 , 0.6571

b c b c b c b cŽ .t s 0.00094 , 0.0066 18.5 , 21.0 0.00037 , 0.00043 0.00069 , 0.00171
b c b c b c b cŽ .x mm 0.159 , 0.420 0.505 , 0.534 0.0994 , 0.108 0.136 , 0.211f 1
b c b c b c b cŽ .H mm 0.127 , 0.336 0.404 , 0.427 0.0796 , 0.0862 0.109 , 0.1691

y2 y1 b c b c b cŽ .Initial F g m s 0.0299 , 0.0348 – 0.0548 , 0.0556 0.0416 , 0.0444

a For u s4.58 m sy1 only.0
b For u )0.0
c For u s0.0

All cases are for methyl salicylate at 278C with the following values mention below.
g s0.039 N my1.
ms0.0029 N s my2 .
c s1.571=10y3 kg my3.gs

r s1184 kg my3.c

D s8.17=10y6 m2 sy1.g

Dwaters7.6=10y10 m2 sy1.l

K s1.367=10y3, V s0 m sy1.H

´ s0 sy1.
n s1.5=10y5 m2 sy1.
u)s0.106 m sy1.

3.1. Droplet spreading model

ŽFig. 3 shows the horizontal radius R 1.99 mm and 0.86 mm, respectively, at timee
.nought after impact and the subsequent radial growth due to capillary spreading and

sorption. The calculation is performed for a low viscous droplet with initial spherical
Ž . y1radius, R s533 mm, on fine sand ls2.0 mm at impact velocities, u s4.58 m s0 0

Ž . y1 Ž .curve A and 0 m s curve B , respectively.
The time, t , for the sorption to be completed is 0.94 ms and 6.6 ms, respectively.1

The final radius R , reached at this time, is 2.15 mm and 1.36 mm, respectively. The1
Ž .corresponding final depth of penetration at center , x ss t , is 0.16 mm and 0.42(f 1 1

mm, respectively.
The immediate enlargement of the droplet radius at time zero, is caused by the kinetic

Ž Ž ..energy of the falling droplets Eq. 1 . The following enlargement of the droplets, until
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Ž y2 y1.Fig. 3. Radial growth of spreading–sorbing low viscous droplets ms0.0029 N s m , g s0.039 N m
Ž 3 y3with R s533 mm, after impact onto a highly sorptive substrate f s0.4 m m , ls2.0 mm, s s5.19=0

y3 y1r2 . Ž . y1 Ž .10 m s . A Droplet after impact with terminal velocity, u s4.58 m s . B Droplet without0
Ž . Žu s0 impact velocity. Data are representative for methyl salicylate at 278C on fine sand see Table 1 for0

.further property data .

all liquid is sorbed into the sand, takes place in a very short time due to the high
penetrability s of this liquid-substrate combination. This explains the small further

Ž .growth R ™R of the horizontal radius in Fig. 3.e 1

However, on other surfaces with smaller s-values, for example concrete, the pro-
cesses for droplet enlargement and sorption into the substrate take much longer time.
Fig. 4 illustrates the radial growth of droplets with similar liquid properties, impact

Ž y1 y1.velocities u s4.58 m s and 0 m s and size as in Fig. 3. This means that the0
Ž .impact radii R s1.99 mm and 0.86 mm are the same as in the Fig. 3 example. Thee

penetrability s is, on the other hand, considerably smaller than in Fig. 3, causing a
Ž .much slower vertical sorption t s18.5 s and 21.0 s, respectively , allowing for the1

Ž . Žhorizontal growth of the spherical cap see Section 2 to last a longer time notice the
.different time scales in Figs. 3 and 4 . This results in a larger total horizontal growth

Ž .R ™R with a final radius R s2.65 mm and 2.57 mm, respectively. This smalle 1 1

difference is also a result of the slow vertical sorption, allowing for the two radii to

Ž y2 y1.Fig. 4. Radial growth of spreading–sorbing low viscous droplets ms0.0029 N s m , g s0.039 N m
Ž 3 y3 y9with R s533 mm, after impact onto a low sorptive substrate f s0.0832 m m , ls1.03=10 m,0

y4 y1r2 y1. Ž . Ž .s s1.18=10 m s . = Droplet after impact with terminal velocity, u s4.58 m s .0
Ž .Droplet without u s0 impact velocity. Data are representative for methyl salicylate at 278C on dry0

concrete.
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catch up with each other, despite the large initial difference in R . The substratee
Ž .properties, f and l, see caption, Fig. 4 are based on measurements with acetone and a

w xtype of concrete 24 .

3.2. Liquid and Õapour diffusion in the ground

Fig. 5 shows a calculated example for the time development of the vertical concentra-
tion profile in the substrate, following the sorption–spreading as described by the curve

Ž .A in Fig. 3 initial spherical radius is 533 mm .
The substrate and liquid properties are the same as in Fig. 3 and Table 1. The initial

Ž .depth, H , of the wet zone is 0.127 mm s0.8=0.159 mm . The initial mean flux from1
y5 y2 y1the surface is Fs3.0=10 kg m s , corresponding to a volatility, c sc sgs g0

1.571=10y3 kg my3, gas phase diffusion coefficient, D s8.17=10y6 m2 sy1,g

friction velocity u)s0.106 m sy1, and air viscosity ns1.5=10y5 m2 sy1.

3.3. Comparison with experimental data

In the literature, there are some experiments dealing with evaporation of droplets on
the ground. However, it is difficult to use this data for comparisons with the present

Fig. 5. Time development of the vertical concentration profile in the substrate following the sorption–spread-
Ž . Ž .ing as described by the curve A in Fig. 3. a After 0 s, 0.2 s, and 77 s. b After 59 min. The radius, R ,of the1

y5 y2 y1Ž .wet spot is 2.15 mm and the initial mean evaporative flux from the surface is Fs3.0=10 kg m s .
Further substrate and liquid properties may be found in Table 1.
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model because the input data is missing or is inadequately measured. Information on
droplet impingement speed and sorptive properties of the substrate is always very

Žmeager. Data allowing for an estimate of the air flow near the surface i.e. u) or
.corresponding are also often inadequate.

There are a few experiments, where the uncertainties in the model input are at a
w xreasonable level. Reichman et al. 25 reports on the evaporation of methyl salicylate

Ždroplets from three different soils, using a wind tunnel with a rectangular width 42 cm,
.height 3–10 cm cross-section at the evaporating surface. The evaporation rate was

Ž .determined by measuring the concentration Miran 1A spectrophotometer at the tunnel
outlet together with the volume flow rate through the tunnel.

Ž .Only the tests on dune sand 100% quartz sand allowed for a reasonable estimate of
y1Ž .the friction velocity, u). Using information about the mean flow speed us1.6 m s

in the test section together with graphs showing tunnel outlet concentration and residual
quantity, it was possible to estimate that the volume flow rate through the tunnel was in
the range f0.023–0.024 m3 sy1 for the droplet sizes tested. This gives a wind tunnel

w xheight, Hf0.035 m. Using a correlation 26 for an infinitely wide channel with
equilibrium flow

u 1.66u) H
s2.5 ln 34Ž .

u) n

the friction velocity was estimated to be u)s0.106 m sy1, using ns1.5=10y5 m2

sy1 for the air kinematic viscosity. The size of the wet spots were not recorded in the
experiments.

The experimental temperature was stated to be 24–308C and the physical properties
of methyl salicylate, used in the model calculations, were estimated at 278C as:

y1 y2 Ž .gs0.039 N m , ms0.0029 N s m measured in our laboratory , r s1184 kgc

my3, c s1.571=10y3 kg my3, D s8.17=10y6 m2 sy1, K s1.367=10y3,gs g H

Dwater s7.6=10y10 m2 sy1.l

The dune sand had a bulk density, r s1600 kg my3 with a porosity, fs0.40, andb

a water content, u s0.005 m3 my3. The liquid sorption properties of the sand werew0
w xnot stated in the article by Reichman et al. 25 , but penetrability data for various sand

types can be found in the soil science literature. It seems that penetrabilities in the range
y1r2 w xss10–15 mm s are typical 27 for sorption of water into most sands. This

Ž Ž ..corresponds to a length scale, l, Eq. 5 , in the range 1.4–3 mm. In the present model
calculations we use ls2.0 mm.

Regarding the combined chemical-substrate properties, the hygroscopic limit concen-
Ž .tration see Section 2.2.1 , h , was set equal to 0.01 and the linear adsorptioncrit

y5 3 y1 w xcoefficient, K , was estimated to be 1.665=10 m kg 9 . The liquid penetrabilityD
Ž Ž .. y1r2was calculated Eq. 5 as ss0.00519 m s .

Figs. 6–8 show comparisons between these experiments and the present model results
Žfor methyl salicylate droplets with three different drop sizes R s136, 262, and 5330

.mm . Note the two-level variation of the impact speed, u , in the model results. The0

impact velocities in the experiments are completely unknown, therefore, model calcula-
tions were performed using both u s0 and u s full terminal settling velocity for the0 0

Ž y1 .three drop sizes. The evaporation is presented in the form of Q rM s as atot tot
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. Comparison between experiment, and model I, = of the evaporation of methyl
Ž . Ž . y1salicylate droplets R s136 mm from dune sand at 278C. I Terminal impact velocity, u s1.08 m s ,0 0

y5 y2 y1 Ž .R s248 mm, R s349 mm and initial flux Fs5.48=10 kg m s . X For u s0, R s219 mm,e 1 0 e
y5 y2 y1R s335 mm and initial flux Fs5.56=10 kg m s .1

2 y1Ž .function of time. Q sFp R is the total evaporation rate kg s , where R is thetot 1 1
Ž Ž ..radius of the evaporating spot and F is the average flux from the surface Eq. 32 .

Ž . 3 Ž .M s 4r3 p R r is the total initial mass. The initial Q rM the plateau in thetot 0 c tot tot

model curves is the same as for a free liquid surface; i.e., the surface concentration cg0
Ž .in Eq. 32 for F is the volatility c .gs

Ž y1 .The Miran photometer chamber volume: 5.6 l, volumetric flow rate: 10 l min
causes a time delay and smoothing in the experimental concentration–time curves. The
dissemination of the droplets might also contribute in a similar manner. This explains at
least part of the initial evaporation rise seen in Figs. 6–8.

Fig. 6 shows Q rM as a function of time for the smallest droplet, R s133 mm,tot tot 0

with model impact velocities, u s0 m sy1 and 1.08 m sy1. The two curves for the0

Ž . Ž .Fig. 7. Comparison between experiment, and model I, = of the evaporation of methyl
Ž . Ž . y1salicylate droplets R s262 mm from dune sand at 278C. I Terminal impact velocity, u s2.37 m s ,0 0

y5 y2 y1 Ž .R s664 mm, R s800 mm and initial flux Fs4.16=10 kg m s . X For u s0, R s422 mm,e 1 0 e
y5 y2 y1R s657 mm and initial flux Fs4.44=10 kg m s .1
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 8. Comparison between experiment, and model I, = of the evaporation of methyl
Ž . Ž . y1salicylate droplets R s533 mm from dune sand at 278C. I Terminal impact velocity, u s4.58 m s ,0 0

y5 y2 y1 Ž .R s1988 mm, R s2147 mm and initial flux Fs2.99=10 kg m s . X For u s0, R s858 mm,e 1 0 e
y5 y2 y1R s1361 mm and initial flux Fs3.49=10 kg m s .1

different impact velocities are close to each other, because the kinetic energies of the
falling droplets are too small to affect them. There is a difference between the model

Žcurves and the experimental curve in the beginning of the process however, see above
.regarding possible experimental time delays . The model curves coincide with the

experimental curve in the time range 20–60 min.
Fig. 7 shows Q rM as a function of time for the R s262 mm droplet, withtot tot 0

impact velocities, u s0 m sy1 and 2.37 m sy1. The model curve for u s2.37 m sy1
0 0

has a higher value for Q rM than the model curve for u s0 m sy1, which is closertot tot 0

to the experimental curve. This is caused by the different impact velocities. The model
curve for u s0 m sy1 coincides rather well with the experimental curve, especially in0

the time range 15–60 min.
Fig. 8 shows Q rM as a function of time for the biggest droplet at R s533 mm,tot tot 0

with impact velocities, u s0 m sy1 and 4.58 m sy1. There is a big difference between0

the experimental curve and the model curve, with u s4.58 m sy1. On the other hand,0

the model curve with u s0 m sy1 fits very well with the experimental curve.0

4. Discussion

We have not been able to compare the droplet spreading–sorption submodel directly
with experiments. Some experimental investigations gave values on enlargement factors,
R rR , but had little information about important input parameters like impact speed,1 0

Ž .u , and the liquid-substrate penetrability s . Other experiments see Section 3 , on the0
Ž .other hand, gave some indirect indications on the input data, but did not tell about the

size, R rR . The droplet spreading is modeled for porous horizontal surfaces, like sand,1 0

soil, concrete, and asphalt. However, the model principle could be extended to e.g.,
vegetation if the effect of non-horizontal surfaces is incorporated.

Ž Ž . Ž ..The surface evaporation model Eqs. 31 and 32 for the mean flux from a circular
w xpatch, according to Baines and James 14 , is in fact derived as a two-dimensional model
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Ž .for an infinitely wide strip of length, L in the wind direction , whereafter it is stated,
that a circular patch of radius RsLr6p has the same mean flux. Comparisons with

w xexperimental results 14 neither verify, nor contradict this flux model, because of the
wide scatter in the empirical data. Better controlled experiments are required. This
especially applies to the determination of the wind shear durd z at the surface.

In the one-dimensional ground transport model, no direct formulations of gas phase
or chemical liquid phase adsorption on soil particles are given, since these can be

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .derived from Eqs. 13 – 15 as c s c K r K and c s K r K f T ,h h.s g D H s D H
Ž .However, at gas concentrations less than the saturation concentration c -c , h-h ,g gs crit

r c and r h tend to have the same meaning, since equilibrium is assumed. Thus, to beb s c
Ž . Ž . Ž .strictly consistent, r K r r K f T ,h should approach 1.0. For example, forb D c H

methyl salicylate, this quantity amounts to 0.01–0.001. When detailed experimental
values are available for cases with c -c and h-h , this should be examined andg gs crit

adjusted.
There are other ways of modeling the diffusion coefficients for gas and solute

Ž . Ž . w xdiffusion than Eqs. 21 and 22 . For example, Blumberg and Schlunder 28 take into¨
account that mass transfer is possible either by parallel diffusion through pores filled
completely with gas or liquid, or serial diffusion through gas- and liquid-filled regions.
Therefore, a comparison between different formulations are valuable.

Ž .The vertical convection speed V of water, will depend on evaporation of water,
precipitation and the difference between u and the field capacity of the soil. Thus, ifw0

these values are known, V can be determined. The first-order decay of the chemical,
Ž .assumed in Eq. 29 , is probably satisfactory for many agents with fast evaporation.

However, for more persistent agents, with an evaporation time of days or longer, a more
sophisticated decay description may be needed.

In the total integrated model, the submodel for droplet spreading on the surface and
sorption into the soil is formulated as a three-dimensional process until all liquid on the

Ž .surface the liquid cap has sorbed into the substrate. In the subsequent submodel for
Ž Ž ..mass flux in soil Eq. 25 , horizontal fluxes are neglected, which may result in an

oversimplification. However, the vertical transfer is probably the dominating process, at
least in the beginning, when the horizontal dimensions are much larger than the vertical
dimension. Consequently, the area for diffusion in the horizontal directions is small.
Later on, the simplification may become more serious. The comparisons with experi-
mental results do not suggest that this is the case. The reason for this may be that an
increased horizontal evaporation area, caused by horizontal diffusion, is associated with
a corresponding reduction of the evaporation flux per unit area due to the reduced total
chemical concentration.

There were no experiments available to verify the total integrated model. For
Ž .example, the comparisons in Section 3 deal with a single substrate dry sand , a single

liquid, and a single wind speed. Furthermore, the model penetrability had to be based on
investigations with water and similar substrates. The impact speed was unknown and
was, therefore, varied between its upper and lower limits. In spite of this, the model and
experimental results concur rather well.

We were unable to find any experiments dealing with other substrate types and liquid
properties, that are capable of producing useful model input data for comparisons.
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Specially designed experiments are necessary, to enable verification of the model for
wider range of parameters. In such experiments, all parameters defining the agent, the
substrate and the atmosphere should be determined. Furthermore, specific experiments
may be necessary to study subprocesses such as:

Ž .Ø The wind profile slope durd z or the micrometeorological u) at the evaporating
surfaces.

ŽØ The liquid sorption properties of the substrate, i.e., the penetrability, s , or prefer-
. 2 2ably the length scale, lss mrgsx mrtg , which is independent of liquid proper-f

ties.
Ø The droplet impact speed and the subsequent horizontal, as well as the vertical

spreading of the droplets.
Finally, it is important to note that the model in this work only deals with the

evaporation of a single droplet in its local environment. In order to get a more general
model for the evaporation of disseminated CW-agents, it is necessary to include
inhomogeneities in substrate, air flow, droplet size, etc.

5. Nomenclature

a Air filled porositysfyhyu m3 my3
w

y3c Concentration of chemical vapour phase in soil air kg mg
y3c Vapour concentration at the surface kg mg0
y3c Volatilityssaturated vapour concentration kg mgs
y3c Concentration of dissolved chemical in soil water kg mL
y1c Concentration of adsorbed chemical kg kgs

y3c Total concentration of chemical in the ground kg mt
2 y1D Diffusion coefficient for chemical vapour in air m sg

s 2 y1D Effective vapour diffusion coefficient in the soil m sg
s 2 y1D Effective diffusion coefficient for dissolved chemical in the soil m sl
water 2 y1D Diffusion coefficient for chemical in water m sl

2 y1D Effective diffusion coefficient m s1
y1D Effective convection velocity m s2

s 2 y1D Diffusion coefficient for liquid phase chemical in the soil m slc
3 y3f Effective porosity of the substratesfyu m mw0

y3Ž .f T ,h Partitioning function for vapour and liquid phasessc rh kg mg
y2F Mass flux of chemical kg m

sy1

y2F Mean flux of chemical from the surface kg m
y1s

H Mean depth of the wet layer at the end of sorptionsb x m1 f 1
3 y1K Linear adsorption coefficientsc rc m kgD s L

K Non-dimensional Henry’s law constant –H

R Radius of spreading droplet patch m
R Radius of spherical droplet mo
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R Horizontal radius of the wet spot at the end of sorption m1

R The droplet radius after impact me

R Smallest value of R for settling velocity u s0 me,min e 0

R Partitioning function for total and vapour concentrations –g

sc rct g

R Horizontal radius of liquid spherical cap mc

R Partitioning function for total and dissolved concentrations –l

sc rct L

R Partitioning function for total and liquid concentrations –h

sc rht

t Time s
t Time for sorption to be completed s1

T Temperature K
y1u Wind velocity m s
y1u Settling velocity of falling droplet m s0
y1u) Friction velocity m s
y1Ž .V Convective vertical velocity of soil water m s

3V Initial volume of the spherical droplet m0
3V Volume of liquid spherical cap mc
3V Liquid volume contained in the wetted zone ms

x Vertical distance from the soil surface to the wetting front mf

x Depth of wetting front at the end of sorption mf 1

z Vertical coordinate m
Ž .b Coefficient s0.8 in this work defining the volume –
2Ž .sb x p R of the wetted zonef

y1Ž .´ Time constant for first-order degradation of the chemical s
in the soil

y1g Surface tension of liquid chemical N m
3h Liquid chemical concentration m

3 y1Ž .m soil
3 y3h Limit for liquid concentration, above which the vapour m mcrit

Ž .concentration becomes saturated c scg gs
3 y3h Maximum liquid concentration. Expected to bes f m msat
3 y3u Volumetric content of soil water solution m mw
3 y3Ž .u Volumetric soil water content before attachment of chemical m mw0

y1k Air velocity shear near the surface s
l Length scale for porous substrate m

y1 y1m Dynamic viscosity of liquid chemical kg m s
2 y1n Kinematic viscosity of atmospheric air m s

y3r Soil bulk density kg mb
y3r Density of liquid chemical kg mc
y3r Liquid density of water kg mw
y3r Density of water solution kg ms

y1r2s Penetrabilitysx r6tsconstant m sf

f Total soil porosity m3 my3
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